Micon Plastic Mould is a professional manufacturer specialized in design and development of plastic moulds located in Plastic Mould Kingdom---Huangyan, a city with convenient traffic.

Micon Plastic Mould was established in 2008, has many years of experience on the research, design, manufacture and sale of plastic mould. With years of development, we have formed our own characteristic in mould design and manufacture.

Our plastic moulds include thin wall mould, household mould, medical mould, chair mould, bucket mould, crate mould, battery case mould, auto parts mould, blow mold.
1. Rapid prototype for new products development.
2. Pre-production proposal before moulds investment.
3. Mould design for approval before making
4. Progress report provided to keep customers updated on the moulds status.
5. Videos & photos for inspection of mould running or study of mould operation before shipment.
6. Spare parts and mould maintenance instruction to be provided.
7. All-round technical solutions to be provided in case of any problems occurred in customers mould operation.
8. Product processing.

More than 15 years experience for custom plastic mould manufacturing, We offer high quality plastic moulds as well as mould solutions.
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- Food Package Industry
- House Hold Industry
- Medical Industry
- Industrial Field
- Home Appliance Industry
- Automobile Industry
- Pipe Fitting Industry
- Horticulture Industry
- Livestock Industry
Micon Plastic Mould have purchased advanced equipment, among which there are CAD/CAE/CAM systems, CNC machines, EDM, Wire-Cutting Machine (including low-speed), High Precision Grinding Machine and Universal Milling Machine etc. The factory has great ability to manufacture large-size, precision molds weighing up to 50 tons and providing the customers with service such as developing new sets products and produces both injection molds and plastics parts by the advanced and rich experience of CAD/CAM/CAE design.

Main Equipments:
CNC machines: 15 sets
CNC Milling Machine: 5 sets
Grinder: 3 sets
EDM: 3 sets
WEDM: 2 sets
CNC Lathe: 1 sets
Project Management – reasonable arrangements for processing procedures, follow-up production schedule and promote on-time delivery.

Micon Mould is committed to the highest level of keeping confidential its customers’ projects and products. Our program management team are fully fluent in both English and Chinese, so communication difficulties are a thing of the past. With our excellent engineering communications and program management capabilities both in US and China. We have confidence to implement your program successfully.
DESIGN & ENGINEERING

Design & Engineering – reasonable mould structure, excellent cooling system, shorten the production cycle.

CAD:
AutoCAD, Pro-Engineer
Unigraphics, Solidworks

CAM:
Unigraphics, Mastercam

CAE:
Moldflow
MOULD TYPE

- Laboratory consumables mould
- Household Mould
- Industrial Mould
- Automotive
- Plastic Packaging Mould
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MOULD LIST

- Thin wall mould
- Medical mould
- Household mould
- Bucket mould
- Chair mould
- Crate mould
- Auto Parts Mould
- Battery case mould
- Industrial mould
- Garden mould
- Cap mould
- Blow mould
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COMPONENT STANDARD

Standard mold: JIS, AISI, DIN

Standard for Mold Base:
DME, Hasco, LKM

Standard for Mold Component:
DME, Hasco, Rabourdin, Progressive, Daido
MOULD STEEL

- P20, H13, S7, 420SS, A2, Dievar, MoldMax
- From Finkl (US)
- From Thyssen (Germany)
- From Assab (Sweden)
- From LKM (China)
We welcome very much an opportunity to quote on your projects. Why not try us for a competitive quote if you have any project in hand that we may suit? Let us demonstrate our capabilities and service to you.

You can send your RFQ by email to us at: sales@miconmould.com. For large file, you can use our FTP for transferring. We can accept DWG, PDF, Pro/E, Step, Solidwork and UG files.

Micon Mould sales and customer service department are looking forwards to beginning a business relationship with you. All your RFQ will be responded within 1-3 working days.
QUALITY CONTROL

1. Mould Steel Hardness, Dimension Inspection.
4. Mould Pre-Assembly Inspection.
5. Mould Trial Report and Samples Inspection.
Taizhou Huangyan Micon Plastic Mould Co., Ltd.

- Add: North Industrial Park, Huangyan, Taizhou City, Zhejiang province, China.
- Tel: +86 576 8413 6087
- Fax: +86 576 8413 6085
- E-mail: sales@miconmould.com
- Website: www.miconmould.com
- Skype: miconmold
- WeChat: 15306761345
- Whats App: 15306761345
THANK YOU
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